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SuperB Detector 
Mutuated from BaBar 

v  General Purpose 

v  Asymmetric beams (8 vs 4 GeV), but 
basically central detector 

v  main goals: 

v  exclusive reconstruction of  the 
whole decay chain 

v  good vertex reconstruction 

v  hermeticity 

v  Particle Identification (PID) 

v  Recycle: 
v  Quartz Bars for Barrel PID 

v  EMC barrel 

v  Superconducting coil and magnetic 
flux return 

SuperB specific issues 

v  Larger Backgrounds 

v  Less Energy 
Asymmetry 

v  interaction with 
machine design 









Accelerator 
Already talked by 
P.Raimondi on Mar. 
23rd  

Site committee should report within one month 
 
Today: walk though of  the Tor Vergata site 



Accelerator Parameters 



E. Paoloni (Pisa) + 
representatives from 
detectors 



Bologna, Milano, Pavia, Pisa, Rome3, Torino, Trieste, Trento, LBNL, Queen Mary, RAL 







LNF, McGill, Montreal, TRIUMF, UBC, Victoria 





R&D on cluster counting 
v  Kaon-pion separation achieved by counting the 

number of  released clusters 

v  a more direct measurable rather than the integral 
energy 

v  need time resolution to resolve clusters 















EMC 

Bergen, CalTech, Perugia, Roma1, Roma3 

v  Barrel: CsI(Tl) crystals read by Pin Diodes 
v  reusing BaBar 
v  optimization of  readout needed 

v  Forward: baseline option LYSO with APDs 
v  fast and with high LY 
v  expensive, discussing alternatives 

v  Backward: lead+scintillator (groove geometry) 
v  cost-benefit discussion ongoing 



Ongoing activities 
v  Design of  electronics / trigger --> See talk from 

Valerio 

v  25 crystals LYSO prototype 

v  Test Beams for electronics and crystals à See talk from 
Davide 

v  Mechanical design 



6 crystals 
only 



20 APD + 5 PD 



Test Beam results 
v  Good data-MC agreement on MIPS 

v  HV and temperature stability under 
control 

v  Electronic noise ~7mV à need to 
increase shaping time 

v  Resolution missing a ~2% effect 
(beam resolution?) 

è Need to redo test at BTF with same 
setup as CERN 

Fit to MC “+” C 

C=1.5% 



EMC: future activities 
v  Non-satisfactory LYSO performances at TB: due to 

beam quality? New test at BTF in May 

v  Decision on crystal choice (FWD) 

v  Decision on readout device (APD?) and electronics 

v  Trigger primitives 

v  Optimize the Barrel electronics to match new 
environment 



Ferrara, Padova 

IFR 
v  Instrument the flux return of  the magnet to identify 

muons 

v  Reuse iron and magnetic coil from BaBar, but: 

v  reoptimize the number and position of  active layers 
after BaBar's experience  

v  8 layers instead of  21 

v  Extruded scintillators instead  

of  RPC/LST  

v  costs/efficiency balance 









SLAC, Caltech, Napoli, Bologna, LAL, Padova, Roma3, Roma 1 



Dettagli nel talk di Valerio 



Padova, Ferrara, Torino, Bologna, Rome2, Pisa, Perugia, LNF, LBNL, Napoli, SLAC 











Outlook 
v  R&D before construction still ongoing 

v  expanding collaboration: lots of  opportunities for 
involvement 

v  May 28 - June 2: Foundation Collaboration Meeting: 

v  site decision should have been taken 

v  Technical Design Report to be written (at 90%) by end of  
the year  

v  hottest point in annex 

v  Physics book within 2013 

v  2012: first construction year 


